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Virtual Interactive Magic Show!

Bring your group or class together with a virtual and interactive magic show!
Your host is Anton, the only person in history to be recognized as the
Official Magician of the city he was born in, Salem, Massachusetts. He
brings his 20+ years of experience with astonishing audiences directly to
your group.

Everyone will be amazed through the computer screen as they participate in
the impossible remotely. This program is NOT a pre-recording; it is LIVE
entertainment where the audience's choices directly affect the outcome of
the show! Participants will get to choose playing cards, colors, numbers,
and more as the impossible happens.

Demonstrations of mind-reading, chosen objects appearing in impossible
locations, and experiences where the whole group participates, will all
happen virtually on each participants' screen. You might even get to learn a
trick or two that you can use to amaze your friends and family.

This experience is professionally produced and can serve as a great way to
enhance any virtual meeting. Imagine having a long day of sitting at the
computer suddenly energized with a one-of-a-kind live entertainment
session, or experiencing the magic as a stand-alone special event as a way
to bring fun and excitement to your group. We can also use the opportunity
to highlight any member of your group, your group's accomplishments, or
any other special announcements.

So contact us today to bring mind-blowing entertainment to you, "Live!" right
through your screen!

Program Details

Group Size:
50 to 100

Team Size:
N/A

Program Length:
30 to 40 minutes

Space Requirement
N/A

Setting:
Indoor

Physicality:
Low

Program Elements

Collaboration &
Accomplishing Common Goal

Communication

Fun & Engaging Interaction

What's Included?

Pricing varies depending upon
the number of participants and
includes an interactive & virtual
performance of magic,
production, coordination, and an
experienced professional
entertainer.
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